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Transformation Is A
Journey
 





We design, develop, and deliver comprehensive initiatives to align digital strategy with business strategy.
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Delivering Business Configurable Solutions
 















A team of seasoned unconsultants dedicated to guiding national and regional health plans navigate through complex problems and facilitate the implementation of simple and effective solutions.
 








Our unconsultants approach prioritizes collaboration and unconventional perspective, working alongside you as a cohesive team. We bridge the gap between Business and IT with proven industry expertise in delivering scalable, business-driven technology and process solutions. We provide solutions that harness emerging technologies to optimize businesses and improve patient outcomes and experiences.
 










Let's Connect












































un.consultants 





(noun)
 

















1. An experienced and empathetic consulting team who has reimagined a people-first model for approach and execution.
2. Well-equipped to drive meaningful change for client.
 



































In-Depth Services
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Talent and
Organization

Technology and 
 Data




Strategy and
Operations



We thrive on solving the toughest and most complex problems. We bring a holistic approach that combines thorough analysis and our deep industry knowledge from executives, operators, and technologists. We are uniquely positioned to help build and execute your transformation strategy.

	Vision and Strategy
	Operational Excellence
	Success Management
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Vision and Strategy

Rolling up our sleeves and helping companies develop, refresh, and ultimately achieve their vision is a passion of ours. Our team is able to assess the overall landscape to bring clarity to short-term and long-term strategic initiatives, identify new opportunities and threats, and determine how to measure performance.

	Have external market conditions forced you to rethink your strategy?
	Are you contemplating entering a new market or expanding your footprint?
	Can you see where your company will be in 2 years as well as 20 years?


What We Do


	Transformation Strategy and Planning
	Needs Analysis and Value Realization
	Portfolio Prioritization and Road Mapping
	Assessments in Cost-Benefit and

Transformation Readiness
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Operational Excellence

Our approach to assess and help you achieve excellence starts with leveraging years of experience, applying six-sigma and lean methodologies, and gaining a deep understanding of your business. We are able to assess your current operations, pinpoint the gaps and opportunities, and help you build a foundation for the future.

	Has it been a while since you assessed your organization and business processes?
	Have you recently implemented a new system and have identified inefficiencies?
	Does your team experience pain from cross-team dependencies?


What We Do


	Current-State Definition and Future-State Design
	Pain Point Analysis
	Cross-Operations Analysis and Diagnostics
	Assessments in Capability Gaps, Process Flows, and Resource Management
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Success Management

Build data-driven confidence with clear measures of success. There is always a way to determine the delivered value of your initiatives through KPIs and metrics. We bring a unique blend of technical and business experience to help you derive and deliver key performance metrics that fit your organization.

	Do you know how you define success?
	When choosing initiatives do you have the correct metrics to prioritize one against the others?
	Do you have the right data and capabilities to measure success and KPIs?


What We Do



	Data Collection Analysis and Planning
	Performance Metrics and Measurement Design


	Assessments in Reporting Capabilities, Data Governance, and Operational Performance

















Talent and
Organization



We are a people-first organization and we bring that mentality to our people transformation projects. It begins with our consulting services at the strategic level and continues into the organization and execution. We incorporate your culture, structure, processes, and technology at each and every step of the way.

	Organizational Support
	New Talent Integration
	Learning and Development
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Organizational Support

An employee engagement strategy must be more than onboarding and training; it needs optimized interviewing practices, development resources, a tactical approach to support change, and an infusion of the company’s mission, vision, and core values in everything. When a company does this, employees are more engaged and will make decisions the company can stand behind.

	Are your interviews grounded in behavioral questions known to increase employee retention?
	Are your employees fully engaged in your culture?
	Are you implementing changes to process or technology and want to ensure easy user adoption?


What We Do


	Talent Strategy
	Mission and Vision Development
	Company and Technology Handbooks
	Core Values Development
	Behavioral Interviewing
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New Talent Integration

Our modular, customized onboarding solution is a thorough and thoughtful approach to ensuring the increased productivity of your people from Day 1. New employees are free to be themselves because they know what the company stands for, what’s expected of them, and how they contribute to the big picture.

	Does your onboarding program immediately embed your new employees into your culture and drive meaningful connections?
	Do you have a seamless onboarding process that sets expectations and ensures productivity on day 1?
	Does your onboarding program incorporate team/department onboarding?


What We Do


	Company Onboarding
	Onboarding Automation
	Team/Department Onboarding
	Sales Enablement
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Learning and Development

Our unique experience has allowed us to partner with clients to build and evolve countless programs and workshops that fill employees’ skill gaps and help the company achieve their business objectives. Our approach is always people-first, and we infuse our solutions with client-specific real-world scenarios to make the learning relevant and immediately applicable.

	Do your employees feel supported and know the next step in their career development?
	How are you supporting your high potential employees and positioning them to be future leaders?
	Do you use science-backed assessments to uncover individual self-awareness and better communication across your organization?


What We Do


	Leadership Development
	Emerging Leaders Program
	Ongoing Curriculum
	DISC Assessment
	Mentorship Program
	Change Management















Technology and 
 Data



The solutions we design and deliver are dependent on the client and the problem to be solved. All our projects are backed by an expansive pool of industry experts, implementation leaders, change management consultants, and technology and data specialists.

	Implementation Services
	IT Advisory and Optimization
	Business Intelligence and Data Analytics
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Implementation Services

Technology is changing rapidly and how they’re implemented needs to evolve to improve agility, reduce costs, and increase quality. Our team is able to provide end-to-end support for your initiatives with experienced professionals that cover your people, process, technology, and data.

	Do you have the right expertise to lead and deliver your system integration and implementation projects?
	Are you implementing agile methodologies on your projects and need support in the transition?
	Are you determining what areas of your organization to automate?


What We Do


	Agile Transformation & Delivery
	Custom Development
	Agile Training & Change Management
	Workflow & Business Process Automation
	End-to-End System Integration & Large-Scale Implementations
	Quality Assurance Automation
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IT Advisory and Optimization

We help our clients optimize processes and modernize technology with confidence. We conduct assessments to evaluate current-state processes, governance, and performance measurements. From there, we’re able to design and implement strategies to increase efficiency and maximize speed and reliability.

	Are you assessing current operations to determine what cost-effective measures to implement?
	Are you shifting to a fully agile organization or struggling to build a digital culture?
	Are you evaluating a new system and unsure if the legacy system needs to be replaced?
	Does your current organization feel siloed and inflexible?


What We Do


	Digital Transformation Strategy
	IT Process Optimization and Governance
	Product Vision & Road Mapping
	Performance Metrics and Measurement Assessments
	System Evaluation & Selection
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Business Intelligence and Data Analytics

We help companies transform into a data-driven organization. We meet our clients where they are understanding their data volume, type of systems, data quality, velocity, and methods of extraction. From there, we assess and determine the best solution for their current and future big data needs.

	Do you currently have a vast amount of data that cannot be accessed or handled by traditional databases?
	Are you moving to a data-driven organization and need help with the overall strategy?
	Are you curious about how AI and Analytics will support your operations?


What We Do


	Big Data Strategy
	Data Modeling and Mapping
	AI & Analytics Strategy
	Reports and Dashboards Development



























































Strategy and Operations
 






We thrive on solving the toughest and most complex problems. We bring a holistic approach that combines thorough analysis and our deep industry knowledge from executives, operators, and technologists. We are uniquely positioned to help build and execute your transformation strategy.
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Rolling up our sleeves and helping companies develop, refresh, and ultimately achieve their vision is a passion of ours. Our team is able to assess the overall landscape to bring clarity to short-term and long-term strategic initiatives, identify new opportunities and threats, and determine how to measure performance.



What We Do



	Have external market conditions forced you to rethink your strategy?
	Are you contemplating entering a new market or expanding your footprint?
	Can you see where your company will be in 2 years as well as 20 years?
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Our approach to assess and help you achieve excellence starts with leveraging years of experience, applying six-sigma and lean methodologies, and gaining a deep understanding of your business. We are able to assess your current operations, pinpoint the gaps and opportunities, and help you build a foundation for the future.

 

	Has it been a while since you assessed your organization and business processes?
	Have you recently implemented a new system and have identified inefficiencies?
	Does your team experience pain from cross-team dependencies?


What We Do



	Current-State Definition and Future-State Design
	Pain Point Analysis

	
Cross-Operations Analysis and Diagnostics
	Assessments in Capability Gaps, Process Flows, and Resource Management
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Build data-driven confidence with clear measures of success. There is always a way to determine the delivered value of your initiatives through KPIs and metrics. We bring a unique blend of technical and business experience to help you derive and deliver key performance metrics that fit your organization.


	Do you know how you define success?
	When choosing initiatives do you have the correct metrics to prioritize one against the others?
	Do you have the right data and capabilities to measure success and KPIs?


What We Do



	Data Collection Analysis and Planning
	Assessments in Reporting Capabilities, Data Governance, and Operational Performance
	Performance Metrics and Measurement Design





 






























Talent and
Organization
 






We are a people-first organization and we bring that mentality to our people transformation projects. It begins with our consulting services at the strategic level and continues into the organization and execution. We incorporate your culture, structure, processes, and technology at each and every step of the way.
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An employee engagement strategy must be more than onboarding and training; it needs optimized interviewing practices, development resources, a tactical approach to support change, and an infusion of the company’s mission, vision, and core values in everything. When a company does this, employees are more engaged and will make decisions the company can stand behind.


	Are your interviews grounded in behavioral questions known to increase employee retention?
	Are your employees fully engaged in your culture?
	Are you implementing changes to process or technology and want to ensure easy user adoption?


What We Do



	Talent Strategy
	Mission and Vision Development
	Company and Technology Handbooks
	Core Values Development
	Behavioral Interviewing
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Our modular, customized onboarding solution is a thorough and thoughtful approach to ensuring the increased productivity of your people from Day 1. New employees are free to be themselves because they know what the company stands for, what’s expected of them, and how they contribute to the big picture.


	Does your onboarding program immediately embed your new employees into your culture and drive meaningful connections?
	Do you have a seamless onboarding process that sets expectations and ensures productivity on day 1?
	Does your onboarding program incorporate team/department onboarding?


What We Do


	Company Onboarding
	Onboarding Automation
	Team/Department Onboarding
	Sales Enablement
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Our unique experience has allowed us to partner with clients to build and evolve countless programs and workshops that fill employees’ skill gaps and help the company achieve their business objectives. Our approach is always people-first, and we infuse our solutions with client-specific real-world scenarios to make the learning relevant and immediately applicable.


	Do your employees feel supported and know the next step in their career development?
	How are you supporting your high potential employees and positioning them to be future leaders?
	Do you use science-backed assessments to uncover individual self-awareness and better communication across your organization?


What We Do


	Leadership Development
	Emerging Leaders Program
	Ongoing Curriculum
	DISC Assessment
	Mentorship Program
	Change Management





 






























Technology and Data
 






The solutions we design and deliver are dependent on the client and the problem to be solved. All our projects are backed by an expansive pool of industry experts, implementation leaders, change management consultants, and technology and data specialists.
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Technology is changing rapidly and how they’re implemented needs to evolve to improve agility, reduce costs, and increase quality. Our team is able to provide end-to-end support for your initiatives with experienced professionals that cover your people, process, technology, and data.


	Do you have the right expertise to lead and deliver your system integration and implementation projects?
	Are you implementing agile methodologies on your projects and need support in the transition?
	Are you determining what areas of your organization to automate?


What We Do

	Agile Transformation & Delivery
	Custom Development
	Agile Training & Change Management
	Workflow & Business Process Automation
	End-to-End System Integration & Large-Scale Implementations
	Quality Assurance Automation
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We help our clients optimize processes and modernize technology with confidence. We conduct assessments to evaluate current-state processes, governance, and performance measurements. From there, we’re able to design and implement strategies to increase efficiency and maximize speed and reliability.


	Are you assessing current operations to determine what cost-effective measures to implement?
	Are you shifting to a fully agile organization or struggling to build a digital culture?
	Are you evaluating a new system and unsure if the legacy system needs to be replaced?
	Does your current organization feel siloed and inflexible?


What We Do


	Digital Transformation Strategy
	IT Process Optimization and Governance
	Product Vision & Road Mapping
	Performance Metrics and Measurement Assessments
	System Evaluation & Selection
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We help companies transform into a data-driven organization. We meet our clients where they are understanding their data volume, type of systems, data quality, velocity, and methods of extraction. From there, we assess and determine the best solution for their current and future big data needs.


	Do you currently have a vast amount of data that cannot be accessed or handled by traditional databases?
	Are you moving to a data-driven organization and need help with the overall strategy?
	Are you curious about how AI and Analytics will support your operations?


What We Do


	Big Data Strategy
	Data Modeling and Mapping
	AI & Analytics Strategy
	Reports and Dashboards Development





 









































Our End-to-End Partnership
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Inspiration

A sudden, brilliant, and timely event inspires a new journey of transformation,

but how do you get from here to there?
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Discovery & Assessment

Evaluate where you are, establish the vision for the future, and assess readiness for change
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Planning

Identify the critical activities and milestones of success and determine the right timeframes around them
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Mobilization

Determine the resources, impacted stakeholders, and align the organization to the journey ahead
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Design & Build Sprints

Construct the foundation of the transformation with input from critical stakeholders
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Training & Change Management

Obtain buy-in, align expectations, and prepare the organization for the future-state
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Pilot Launch

Deploy the pilot, measure performance, and support all stakeholders with immediate issues
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Stabilization Sprint

Prioritize and resolve issues and identify opportunities for continuous improvements
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Optimization

Expand on the process and systems to reach new levels of performance and innovation
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Automation

Reach maximum efficiency with adaptive technology and processes driven by data
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Transformation

A new state of people, process and technology is thriving that unlocks new opportunities to inspire and grow
































Featured Case Studies
 






















Featured Case Studies
 







Strategy & Operations

Talent & Organization

Technology & Data




Strategy & Operations





Transformation Strategy




Fortune 100 energy firm sought a multi-year strategy amid company-wide changes, requiring cost assessment for leadership buy-in and funding approval.

Read More [image: Read More]










Operational Readiness and New Product Roll-Out




A healthcare organization was preparing to launch a new product offering to market and needed assistance with operationalizing its new care management processes.

Read More [image: Read More]










KPI Standardization and Success Measures




Executives of a Fortune 50 payer was struggling to make data-driven decisions due to ongoing inconsistencies with how metrics were calculated, measured, and reported from their operational teams.

Read More [image: Read More]










Talent & Organization





Learning and Development Strategy and Execution




An international law firm wanted to build the capabilities of their talent development department. The focus was on employee engagement and retention, as well as upskilling staff and creating learning paths for emerging and existing leaders.

Read More [image: Read More]










Large Scale Change Management and Training Delivery




A Fortune 50 company needed to migrate 2500+ users across numerous sites and multiple states from a legacy system to a new custom solution with no impact to customer service.

Read More [image: Read More]










Elevated Customer Experience Training




A large health insurer was rolling out a high-end speciality product that required a “white-glove” level of service to meet the expectations of its members.

Read More [image: Read More]










Technology & Data





Lean Agile Transformation




The services organization of a Fortune 50 enterprise encountered unforeseen changes in the marketplace that resulted in more than double their daily requests from internal customers overnight.

Read More [image: Read More]










Custom Agile Builds and Claims Match Solutions




Many health plans have older, less sophisticated, claim systems and are unable to match prior authorizations to claim lines for payment.

Read More [image: Read More]










Data Modeling and Mapping




A large health plan transitioned to a new utilization management system and had perceived data quality issues based on results from back-end dashboard sprints.

Read More [image: Read More]
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Transformation Strategy




Fortune 100 energy firm sought a multi-year strategy amid company-wide changes, requiring cost assessment for leadership buy-in and funding approval.
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Operational Readiness and New Product Roll-Out




A healthcare organization was preparing to launch a new product offering to market and needed assistance with operationalizing its new care management processes.
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KPI Standardization and Success Measures




Executives of a Fortune 50 payer was struggling to make data-driven decisions due to ongoing inconsistencies with how metrics were calculated, measured, and reported from their operational teams.
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Learning and Development Strategy and Execution




An international law firm wanted to build the capabilities of their talent development department. The focus was on employee engagement and retention, as well as upskilling staff and creating learning paths for emerging and existing leaders.
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Lean Agile Transformation




The services organization of a Fortune 50 enterprise encountered unforeseen changes in the marketplace that resulted in more than double their daily requests from internal customers overnight.
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Custom Agile Builds and Claims Match Solutions




Many health plans have older, less sophisticated, claim systems and are unable to match prior authorizations to claim lines for payment.
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Data Modeling and Mapping




A large health plan transitioned to a new utilization management system and had perceived data quality issues based on results from back-end dashboard sprints.
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CASE STUDY

Transformation Strategy
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Summary


Fortune 100 energy firm sought a multi-year strategy amid company-wide changes, requiring cost assessment for leadership buy-in and funding approval.





Our Role


We leveraged our proven transformation framework to assess the organization, outline critical impacts, and prescribe strategies for people, process, data, and technology. We built a 3-year roadmap to address all aspects of the transformation including a full cost of ownership.







Results and Outcomes:

	Delivered a comprehensive strategy, with total costs, return on investment, and impacts to people, process, and technology
	Performed in-depth interviews with key stakeholders
	Conducted process analysis of their current-state, identified potential gaps and use cases for transformation
	Conducted a two-day process analysis work session to evaluate 5 potential high impact use cases to be used as a proof of concept
	Created a 3-year roadmap with milestones to ensure people alignment, process optimization, and technology investments









Sample Deliverables
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CASE STUDY

Operational Readiness and New Product Roll-Out
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Summary


A healthcare organization was preparing to launch a new product offering to market and needed assistance with operationalizing its new care management processes.





Our Role


We provided Process Consultants and Implementation Leads that managed the clinical components of planning, execution and operational readiness activities leading up to the go-live and through a stabilization period.







Results and Outcomes:

	Successfully managed project timeline and budget, resulting in an on-time implementation with minimal process issues
	Facilitated hiring, on-boarding, and training of clinical resources, including job aids and standard operating procedure (SOP) updates
	Provided guidance to executive leadership on critical decisions impacting key stakeholders and operational readiness
	Developed and managed the executive dashboard used to monitor operational readiness and identify issues requiring resolution









Sample Deliverables
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CASE STUDY

KPI Standardization and Success Measures
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Summary


Executives of a Fortune 50 payer was struggling to make data-driven decisions due to ongoing inconsistencies with how metrics were calculated, measured, and reported from their operational teams.





Our Role


Our team was engaged to interview leadership and identify key metrics that provided insight into operational effectiveness. We also conducted assessments to determine the root case of discrepancies and performed standardization activities to create universal metrics and calculations across the organization.







Results and Outcomes:

	Identified universal metrics that were agreed upon by key stakeholders across the organization
	Created an in-depth data dictionary to define each metric, the data elements required, and associated calculations
	Created prototype of dashboards
	Defined prioritization for each metric dashboard for development









Sample Deliverables
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CASE STUDY

Learning and Development Strategy and Execution
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Summary


An international law firm wanted to build the capabilities of their talent development department. The focus was on employee engagement and retention, as well as upskilling staff and creating learning paths for emerging and existing leaders.





Our Role


We worked closely with our internal partners to develop a three-year learning strategy, tied to overall business objectives and core competencies, as well as the firm's values and annual strategic initiatives.







Results and Outcomes:

	Provided a detailed, interactive roadmap that outlined multi-modal learning solutions, tied both to the organization's core values as well as core competencies by level
	Created multi-year learning paths to encourage career growth by role
	Developed and delivered an annual leadership conference, providing a premiere learning and networking experience for high potential leaders
	Partnered with senior leadership to develop and deliver a leadership-driven “fireside chat” series, connecting new and existing leaders with the C-Suite in small, intimate conversations
	Reinforced the importance of each staff member's role in the organization and how they are tied to business outcomes through reinforcing the firm's values









Sample Deliverables
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CASE STUDY

Large Scale Change Management and Training Delivery
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Summary


A Fortune 50 company needed to migrate 2,500+ users across numerous sites and multiple states from a legacy system to a new custom solution with no impact to customer service.





Our Role


We provided a holistic team of Change Management Consultants, Implementation Leads, Instructional Designers, and Trainers to support their migration. Our team led the planning, communications, training execution, and go-live in a phased approach.







Results and Outcomes:

	Trained and successfully migrated all 2,500+ users onto the new system over a 13-month timespan
	Built and executed the entire change management and communications plan
	Developed and delivered a high-touch and tailored training experience including playbooks adopted by all clinical staff of Health Coordinators, Clinicians, and Medical Directors
	Transitioned delivery assets and processes to client implementation teams that adopted our approach as a blueprint for all future software rollouts









Sample Deliverables
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CASE STUDY

Elevated Customer Experience Training
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Summary


A large health insurer was rolling out a high-end specialty product that required a “white-glove” level of service to meet the expectations of its members.





Our Role


We were brought in to rescue the existing training that had resulted in ineffective customer service leading to customer attrition.







Results and Outcomes:

	Increased CSAT scores across all departments that completed the training
	Designed a data-driven and learner-focused training program that agents were able to comprehend and internalize
	Built a 15 module, 4-week blended learning program that included Instructor-Led Training (ILT), eLearning, and on the job performance support
	Enhanced their audit playbook with new metrics and performance measures for their specialty product agents vs. other products









Sample Deliverables
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CASE STUDY

Lean Agile Transformation
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Summary


The services organization of a Fortune 50 enterprise encountered unforeseen changes in the marketplace that resulted in more than double their daily requests from internal customers overnight.





Our Role


Inspirant Group was brought in to analyze the operational model and apply Lean-Agile practices that would increase capacity quickly, reduce delivery time, and enable stable and predictable delivery of services despite unexpected fluctuations in demand.







Results and Outcomes:

	Increased overall capacity of the team by 400% in six months
	Improved process efficiency by establishing continuous improvement practices and mechanisms for measuring performance using Lean metrics
	Helped identify and address critical bottlenecks by facilitating Value Stream Mapping and applying Systems Thinking 
	Implemented Cost of Delay prioritization methods to sequence initiatives and service requests to maximize economic benefits.









Sample Deliverables
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CASE STUDY

Custom Agile Builds and Claims Match Solutions
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Summary


Many health plans have older, less sophisticated, claim systems and are unable to match prior authorizations to claim lines for payment.





Our Role


Inspirant Group led an agile build of a custom Claims Match solution across different clinical domains using different technologies including Appian and Java. The Claims Match solution would accept claims from health plans and return pre-authorization match results tying into the clients' existing applications.







Results and Outcomes:

	Successfully implemented the claims match process with over 98% of transactions processed without exceptions
	This resulted in over $17m of potential savings in the first four months through reducing leakages for claims paid incorrectly
	The solution provides the client with ability to:

	Sell pre-authorization solutions to health plans
	Take direct control of matching prior authorizations to claim lines for payment
	Expand their market through risk business
	Reduce payer implementation & maintenance costs
	Enhance retention by reducing implementation efforts.










Sample Deliverables
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CASE STUDY

Data Modeling and Mapping
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Summary


A large health plan transitioned to a new utilization management system and had perceived data quality issues based on results from back-end dashboard reports.





Our Role


We provided a business analyst and two technical resources to conduct a full data mapping and modeling of front-end fields to the back-end database.







Results and Outcomes:

	Conducted data mapping walk-throughs with technical and operational teams to understand how data would be represented in the back-end dashboards
	Updated all data models to reflect gaps and issues identified in the overall analysis
	Created data flow diagrams, enhanced data dictionaries, and built data mapping assets for the entire enterprise
	Resolved a list of 100+ defects logged by reporting end-users and increased the overall confidence level of dashboard reports









Sample Deliverables
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[image: 10Pearls] 10Pearls is an award-winning digital development company, helping businesses with product design, development, and technology acceleration.
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